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Abstract
This document is one of the parts of the electronic version of the PhD thesis by
SFM van Vlijmen  The goal of the PhD project was to get a better under
standing of the problems with the integration of formal specication technique in
the day to day software practice The approach followed was to execute a number
of projects in cooperation with industry on realistic cases
This document start with an overview of the case studies executed Then are
listed observations and conclusions that can be extracted from the case study eval
uations These observations and conclusions are then confronted with the hypothe
ses to be tested The overall conclusion about the usefulness of formal specication
technique turns out to be rather negative A discussion on further work ends the
chapter
As mentioned in the preface the goal of the project was to enhance the under
standing of the application of algebraic specication shed some light on the
mismatch between enthusiastic proponents of formal specication technique
and reluctant practitioners show the potential of algebraic specication and
the formal specication technique in general get feedback from practice and
nd ways to bridge the gap Assumptions beliefs and ideas that endorsed this
eort have been presented as hypotheses in Section 

of Chapter  of 	

In the project a number of cases was studied in which the central technique
was algebraic specication Nine of these are discussed in this thesis In an
introductory chapter a succinct overview was presented on process patterns
methods techniques notions and terminology from engineering and software
engineering This material serves as a context and to structure the evaluations
that accompany the chapters on the nine cases as well as the discussion in the
conclusion

Note that references are made to chapters and sometimes to sections that may be stored
as separate les at the ENTCS site  The original text has been partitioned into preface
and the Chapters  to 	
 each part is stored in a separate le
 and each part has its own
bibliography and appendices To circumvent confusion
 a reference to a part of the thesis
outside the part at hand is followed by a bibliography style reference
c
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Table 
Overview of the cases with respect to the focus of the application versus the
specication Legend app  application spc  specication cpt  computation
reg  registration com  communication ctr  control rtm  real time Plus

 means clear emphasis zero 	 means that the aspect is apparent but not
dominant minus  means of minor importance or not contained
I start in Section  with an overview of the case studies that highlight
aspects that I will use in the rest of the argument Section  presents ob
servations and conclusions on the technical and software engineering aspects
of the application of the project languages Then the qualities from Section
 of Chapter  of 	
 are discussed in the light of these observations and
conclusions 
In Section  the focus is on applied research of formal specication tech
nique in cooperation with industry Observations and conclusions presented
here may come in handy for further work in the eld
A summary of the conclusion follows in Section  Here the main results
are confronted with the hypotheses Some remarks summarizing the weak
and strong points of the project languages and comments on opinions from
the literature are also given here Next I consider how the main results may
stand amidst formal specication technique in a more general setting  The
chapter ends in Section  with ideas and suggestions for further work This is
a succinct discussion on what appears to be the feasible directions and forms
with which one may successfully continue this type of applied research
 Overview of the cases
In this section overviews of the cases are presented by means of a number of
tables Table  characterizes applications and their specication on ve typi
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Case Language
Trac Control PSF
Protocold BPAr

GSE PSF InterWorkings
VPI ASF
SDF CRL  modal logic propositional logic C
CDB ASF
SDF ToolBus Perl TCLTK Cplex
Model Factory PSF
SIBs PSF
IDEAL ASF
SDF
Lamp Remplace ACP PSF Pascal
Table 
The languages used in the nine cases
type of engineering activity
Case UoD obj req dec imp frw rev ree val ver
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Table 
Overview of the cases with respect to engineering activity Legend UoD 
Universe of Discourse obj  objectives specication req  requirements
specication dec  decomposition specication imp  implementation frw 
forward engineering rev  reverse engineering ree  reengineering val 
validation ver  verication Plus 
 means clear emphasis zero 	 means not
dominant minus  means of minor importance or not considered

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cal computational aspects computation registration communication control
and real time The rst four stem fromWieringa 	

 I added real time There
are three levels of containment of an aspect indicated by  clear emphasis
 aspect clearly apparent but not dominant and  of minor importance
or not contained The valuation is relative to the application as a whole re
spectively the specication as a whole For example the specication can pay
much attention  to a feature that is of minor importance in the application

To illustrate how to read the contents consider GSE The editor app is
not really computation cpt intensive However the parsing for structured
editing is not trivial Therefore I valuated the aspect with  In the speci
cation the computational aspect does not play a role whatsoever Therefore
I have chosen  Registration reg which means gathering text in this con
text is an important activity of the editor  but not for the specication
 Communication com and control ctr are not a main issue for the
editor  and  respectively It is however the major subject of the spec
ication both  Finally real time is neither a topic in the editor nor in
the specication
Table  lists the formalisms

used per project Table  shows how the work
can be characterized following the engineering terminology from Chapter 
The scale    is the same as used in Table  For the cases Protocold
and IDEAL the characterization in Table  concerns the characteristics of
systems intended to be specied with these languages
The data in the Tables  and  are coarse and I fear subjective as
well Nevertheless I think they suce to elicit some major characteristics
Furthermore they help endorse words of caution that put the conclusions
found in the coming sections in perspective First from Table  it follows
that the majority of the systems have a strong control bias Other aspects
have obtained less attention especially computation and registration All
aspects have appeared in the specication work ie all categories score a 
in the spc eld at least once Nevertheless some caution is called for when
the conclusions concern systems that dier from more or less technical control
systems for example
Second from Table  it is clear that only a few specication languages
have been used and moreover from one particular corner of the spectrum see
Section  of Chapter  of 	
 This was of course known from the start
However some observations used to support the conclusions may not be valid
if I had used other languages Sometimes I will comment on this in passing
However Section  is especially devoted to this issue

The various specication techniques used in this thesis are not accompanied by prelim
inaries
 as these are easily accessible in the literature The languages used
 together with
some general references
 are ACP
 
 PSF
 
	
	 Synchronous Interworkings

 CRL 
 
 the modal logic for CRL
  ASFSDF  ToolBus
 



and propositional logic 

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Finally Table  clearly shows other imbalances In the majority of the
cases the specication is a decomposition specication By this I mean a
description in which operational and structural aspects are dominant Please
note that most cases are of the reverse engineering type These two observa
tions are related for two reasons First this is how such a project apparently
works You start with existing systems gain experience and eventually get
involved in forward engineering Please note with respect to this that CDB
and LR are the nal cases executed in the project Second given an existing
system it is relatively easy to write a specication at that low level This
project is somewhat weakened by the fact that I did not pay more attention
to the other types of specication In my opinion the languages I used are not
particularly suited for other types of specication than decomposition speci
cations see Observations I and J Although the other areas of specication
are represented more weakly I feel condent that some relevant observations
can be made here
 Application of the project languages
In this section the technical and methodical experiences with the project lan
guages are compiled A discussion covering the qualities of the specications
produced in the cases plus the project organization follow in the next two
sections The results gathered in these three sections are confronted with the
hypotheses in Section  In Section  I will discuss to what extent the conclu
sions here carry over to algebraic specication technique in general and formal
specication technique as a whole
Position statements in the rest of this chapter take the form of conclusions
and observations Observations summarize a number of points that are of
a supportive nature to conclusions Conclusions and main observations are
identied with roman numerals I II  other observations are named A
B et cetera
 Basic applicability
In all cases we reasonably succeeded in specifying meaningful selfcontained
texts That is the project languages did not fail in a severe way If we then
consider the Tables  and  it appears that the cases cover a wide range of
computational aspects including language engineering and various types of
engineering deliverables This leads to the following observation
Conclusion I The project languages can be used for the specication of at
least some deliverables in the development of a wide range of systems whether
in forward reverse or reengineering There is no doubt about the basic ap
plicability of the project languages

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There were troubles With the VPI CRL was not sucient to express
all requirements eg when signal A shows red then  With LR it was a
burden to shoehorn the mainly registration biased system in PSF The point
is that in all cases you can successfully specify some deliverable CRL was
successful as the formal basis of the whole project PSF was able express the
decision support system but I skipped one level in the system decomposition
Of course one should not do that
At this point in the argumentation the above conclusion does not yet say
much It merely states that there are plenty cases in which you can write
sensible texts in the project languages Below I embed the statement by
presenting observations on the apparent weak and strong points of the project
languages
 Methodical support
Formal specication technique is not homogeneous terrain nor are the project
languages one and the same They dier for instance in the two following
ways First in their suitability to model certain computational aspects eg
the aspects in Table  Second in their suitability at a certain level in prod
uct development We nd examples of this in the cases ASFSDF was the
language for the syntax and semantics of IDEAL Nobody would favour ACP
here CRL was not suited for the requirements to be imposed on interlock
ings the modal logic was Nevertheless CRL was successful for a detailed
operational specication The module constructs of PSF render this language
stronger for an initial specication of the trac regulation system than CRL
However if verication was the issue we might have opted for CRL
What was and is known about the use of the project languages It appears
that the project languages are merely technical results that the practical
and methodical underpinning of their use in software engineering is weakly
developed at least illdocumented and that it was not a serious issue in the
years in which I worked on the cases The lack of methodical underpinning
is a severe handicap for practical use especially by nonintimates This is a
discrepancy that needs attention After all the research groups that work on
the project languages think their work has practical value and they have the
clear ambition of having their work applied
In other words the project languages lack rm statements that link the
languages into methods and that supply clear and motivated rules for use eg
rules specifying the circumstances when language must or must not be used
how to specify how to proceed with validation and verication in practice
how to document how to carry out version management on specications
I dont mean that this all has to be invented It is readily available  the
connection must only be made In Section  on future work I discuss how to
make this connection Still the observation is
Observation I The project languages were not and are still not accompanied

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by elaborate guidelines endorsed by convincing practical work that specify when
and how to use them in practical and methodical software engineering
Documents and work by the project language groups that addresses me
thodical issues are the thesis of Brunekreef in which styles of specications
are discussed 	 the project that aims at the formal development of a CRL
toolbox in CRL 	 the systematic approach of Verhoef in the setup of
a reverse engineering factory 	 the elaborate treatment of ASFSDF for
language prototyping in 	 However this is a minority of the published
work
The observation above does not mean that specications are isolated as
sertions that show no links to reality The opposite is true In the cases the
languages often function as a mathematical glue in which notions of many
domains can be presented and manipulated Examples are CRL in the VPI
case and PSF in Lamp Remplace In the latter the operations research op
timization functions could be suciently presented by their signature input
and output data structures only
Nevertheless the dierences in the applicability and suitability of lan
guages for certain domains and certain stages of product development mean
that it is impossible to avoid using more than one language in project devel
opment This is clearly supported by the cases see for instance the VPI case
in Table 
Observation II There is a need for multiple languages in one project
When multiple languages are used in a project their interrelation becomes
an issue Using a combination of languages is dicult and tedious if complete
formality and rigour is at stake With respect to this consider the semantical
problems with wide spectrum specication languages as Cold Nevertheless
clear interrelations are certainly not beyond reach I expect however that
an informal link may suce in many cases That is to say in an academic
setting For industrial application more rigour is most likely needed because
industrial users may be less aware of pitfalls and therefore need protection
Some work has been done to integrate the project languages eg the Tool
Interface Language 	 that enables simulation of CRL by means of the
PSF Toolkit I suspect that we must observe that from a software engineering
perspective combination and position of the project languages in development
is not seriously studied Local syntactical and semantical issues of the project
languages attain far more attention
Observation III The project languages are isles
With the above observations the tone for the main line of thought of this
section is set a lack of methodical support The observations presented above
focus on the project languages as a whole Below detailed discussions on lan
guages constructs in the light of methodical support follow In essence the
points put forward below suggest a weak support of means that may facil

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itate integration of the project languages in software engineering processes
Specications evolve ripen change and grow just like any other artefact
Furthermore engineering is not only product development It is also concept
development sedimentation of domain knowledge and heuristics as well as
generalization of this in theories including mathematical theories Formal
specication technique may well be the lingua franca in software engineering
for meta project communication and reection However support for this does
not yet seem very elaborate
In the specications it is often dicult to judge the roles and the state of the
specied elements eg sorts functions assertions and modules In particular
it is not possible to dierentiate between the following in an integrated and
languagesupported fashion
A Meaning of conditions Whether a guard testing the delineation of problem
domain and chosen solution or just a member of a case distinction within
such a delineated space
B Status of modules Whether concept draft or nalized
C Purpose of a modularization Whether for presentation or system decom
position
Others have noted the confusion surrounding the above too Johnson says
in 	 about projects with GIST We needed ways of describing the intended
roles of components of highlevel specications
As addressed above modelling of error and exception handling are a source
of conditions and symbols with a possibly dicult status In the cases I
bumped into error and exception handling but skipped an elaborate treatment
because despite its importance it was in conict with the bridgehead strategy
in two ways First it aggravates the communicability of the specications
because extra symbols and axioms are added  not a nice property of initial
and already longwinded texts Second it is tedious and wed better make
sure to start a new project The point here is that to my knowledge there
has been no systematic study of practical approaches to error and exception
handling and its roots in partial functions for specications in the project
languages At least not for the general case Specic techniques have been
dened for language engineering in ASFSDF eg generic error messages and
origin tracking 	 Recent theoretical work is 	 Other references can be
found in 	 A specic approach with additional notation and error objects
is proposed in 	
 Van Vliet argues that error and exception handling in
algebraic specications is dicult 	
 I dont believe that it is a problem
with algebraic specication in particular I suppose that formal specication
merely exposes the true severity of error and exception handling Hence it is
omnipresent For example in VDMSL one uses a threevalued logic to cope
In Z one choose not to do so Clearly the discussion is still open
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D Systematic and practical approaches for error and exception handling have
attained sparse attention in the design of and documentation on the project
languages
During the writing of a specication a lot of ideas and reminders spon
taneously come to mind The languages oer no support to directly capture
these in a structured manner A typical example of this is the following When
one writes process denitions and data types in parallel there is a risk that
the particular use of the data terms by the processes or the particular occur
rences of data terms in the processes negatively inuence an objective view of
the data type In the worst case it only caters to the process related cases
This may be acceptable in some cases but only when accompanied by a clear
statement or precondition
E Important assertions about the specication itself are easily lost Typical
examples are theorems on the data types and process terms but also on the
eect of imports on sorts eg whether the import is intended to be persistent
The above observation is about relations between specication objects
The same can be said about the relations between specication objects and
their real world counterparts and contexts
F Assumptions about the part of the world the specication describes are easily
lost
I think it is necessary that these ideas are captured as a part of the spec
ication text not in a separate document Literate programming is to some
extent proposed to circumvent the problems captured in the above two obser
vations 	 Broy makes similar observations about the Larch Proof Assistant
He argues that there is a clear need for support of the management of theories
	
The means that are oered by the project languages are a step in the
right direction in particular modularization parametrization hiding and a
distinction between generators and operators But in my experience they are
not suciently elaborated For instance in PSF a module can only specify
what is exported from the objects introduced by the module it cannot hide
imported objects This causes diculties when it comes to reusability the
top module may export functionality that is not requested in a requirements
document ASFSDF is another example It does not oer the convenient
parametrization and renaming facilities of PSF It should be noted however
that fundamental work on features like modularity renaming parametriza
tion polymorphism and higher order functions is in progress See the work
on module algebra in 	 and the extensions of ASFSDF in 	

G There is a need to extend the hiding and export mechanisms
All points in the above can also be mitigated and partly overcome by
writing comments in the specication However these comments are hard to
interpret by machines
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Software engineering problems that are wellknown at the implementation
level reappear at the specication level Nevertheless there are no means for
version management administration of evolution and renement documenta
tion and maintenance of specications There are many CASE tools around
	 In 	 Craigen and Ralston recommend the incorporation of ideas
from CASE and software engineering environments The point is that to my
knowledge no one has yet investigated how these kinds of tools could be used
to support the use of the project languages What is lacking and what works
well In my cases the specications are small and mainly cover a tiny fraction
of product development The need for additional support as suggested above
was really only noticed in the VPI case Here ASFSDF specications were
written of a number of transformation tools When Wilco Koorn commenced
with the implementation of the tools in C it became an issue to maintain a
clear relation between specication and implementation We did not maintain
the relation the costs were too high
H As with implementations specications also need to be documented man
aged and maintained There is no real support oered yet
Automatic generation of implementations from specications may abate
the trouble sketched above It is doubtful whether this will be enough There
is a real chance that there will often be specications at a level of abstraction
that does not lend itself to automatic code generation Then the problem
moves just a language level up
The following points are of a more syntactical and semantical nature Never
theless the methodical consequences are also clear
As noted above it may be dicult to elicit motivation for modelling choices
for the unprepared reader Examples of this are found in the specication of
the trac regulation system endless nestings of functions and the numeri
cal library of van Wamel 	
 the nat notation Furthermore in
general one needs auxiliary objects in algebraic specications One cannot
restrict oneself to properties of the desired functions 	
 This is a theoretical
fact 	 and can be a source of distraction
I suspect that these notational inconveniences are not that problematic
for specialists at some level further down the system decomposition The
representation becomes more important at higher levels of specication close
to or at the requirements level where nonspecialists are involved In a number
of cases the notations distracted our industrial partners VPI Trac Control
Lamp Remplace But the strict equational style of CRL and PSF forces one
to dive directly into notational detail This can perhaps be mitigated by extra
text but extra text can also lead to extra faults ASFSDF is clearly more
expressive and exible at this point Furthermore the ToLaTeX prettyprinter
of ASFSDF allows for nice presentation and a choice of compact and familiar
symbols

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I Often modelling choices are motivated by the syntactical and semantical
weakness of the languages Most notable are data types in CRL and PSF
A semantical problem is that project languages which are based on equa
tional logic and or process algebra have a strong operational bias eg in
process algebra one tends to generate a space instead of a specication of
its boundary and one tends to specify the behaviour of data structures in
term rewrite rules This makes them less suitable for specications at the
requirements level In this case a declarative style is more suitable Such
styles could include plain mathematical style notations from rst order logic
derivatives as modal logic and set theory These are compact and oer the
exibility and expressiveness that seems better suited for requirements speci
cation and initial system decomposition specications The VPI case supports
this point The respecication of Lamp Remplace in 	
 may also serve as
support graphical presentation with rst order modal semantics as could
the alternative specication of the trac regulation system in 	 timed pro
cess algebra notation  rst order logic and set theory Other support is the
fact that popular specication languages Z VDMSL Larch oer a rich set
of operators from rst order logic and set theory
J Requirements specication in the project languages is dicult due to syntac
tical and semantical obstacles They seem more suitable for the more detailed
lower levels in product development and an operational style
Therefore in general the project languages do not oer support for all
levels of specication in product development The project languages are
not wide spectrum languages they are thematic ie they exploit specic
paradigms 	 Nevertheless it must be stated in light of the hypotheses
about ambitions of the project and the project languages The advantages
are also clear the theory behind the project languages is relatively simple
resulting in welldened and understood languages eg verication techniques
for CRL are advanced ASFSDF and the ToolBus are powerful means for
prototyping and implementation The following conclusion summarizes all the
above observations
Conclusion II The project languages are not accompanied by clear method
ical guidelines or engineering process considerations or embedding in devel
opment methods Furthermore the languages do not oer sucient means
to facilitate smooth integration in a software engineering process method Fi
nally the support for integrated gradual and multilevel development 	from
requirements down to implementation
 is weak
 Formal versus informal
A specication can be viewed as a theory about a need and a solution the
system This is particularly true of a formal specication The following ve
points illustrate that embedding a theory in an informal context is important

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for the correct interpretation of a theory a formal specication and essential
for the validation of the theory
First what does the structure and wording of a specication imply Is
a decomposition into a certain set of processes imperative ie are these pro
cesses supposed to actually run on separate processors or is it a means of
presentation merely to achieve specic external behaviour for test purposes
or is the decomposition a detailed study of sequential components

 Similar
comments can be made about the modular structure and the choice of func
tion names To generalize the what why and how leave much room for
interpretation if the specication is not accompanied by clear documentation
EURIS is an example of the confusion that may arise when the position of a
text is not clear see Section  of Chapter  of 	

Second lack of expressiveness forces one to use oblique formulations that
may distract the reader from the main line of thought and thus encourage
divergent interpretations For example the list notation for elements of N and
the use of an injection function to the naturals in order to succinctly dene
an equality function
Third the writer and reader do not necessarly need to have the same intu
ition and knowledge of the real world notions represented by a specication
Abstractions and generalizations are choices These need not be as logical ob
jective and obvious to the writer as to the reader Writer and reader may not
agree on whether assertions about the world have the status of assumptions
hypotheses or facts These dierences are sources of divergent interpretations
Fourth a proof of correctness is in general an argument that an assertion
holds about a model of a system that resides in a hypothetical world There
is no single answer to the value of the proof in practice The value greatly
depends on the validation of the specication
Fifth a reasonably formal proof of a property of a system modelled by a
specication is often out of scope Rigorous reasoning is a useful alternative
but because one often makes use of wellknown properties of the informal
world it greatly depends on a valid relation to the informal world
K Formal specications can only be properly written interpreted and validated
when the specication is carefully embedded in the informal world
In my experience formal specications do not possess natural obviousness
They are horrifyingly local adhoc and particular Naturally this is no new
pattern It is typical of empirical science I see two consequences here
First it shows that software engineering is in many cases not yet engi
neering It is a mix of empirical science and engineering This observation
is also made by others 	

 Brinksma puts emphasis on the language
incorporated axioms about general system behaviour Process algebras are

For an example of the latter
 see Observation L further below
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a good example of cases in which this is elaborate and explicit There are
three sources when a conict between the specication and the system under
design is detected the language axioms the theory about the system under
construction or the current decomposition specication A similar remark has
been made in the evaluation of the case on Protocold Section  of Chapter 
of 	

That specications and their implementation often tend to diverge may be
seen as an argument in favour of the position about the convolution of em
piricism and engineering Divergence is rejection of the theory in cases when
the decomposition is right Models such as CMM respond to this divergence
by placing emphasis on the evaluation of projects The outcome can be used
to adapt the theory and thus reinforce domain and system knowledge This
process may eventually lead to texts with an autonomous and natural obvious
ness However a similar trend incited by pragmatism and not idealism may
be seen in the advancement in the modelling power of for example database
systems of major vendors such as Oracle
Second ObservationK suggests that the application of formal specication
technique in forward engineering especially in a completely new domain may
be cumbersome In the cases two may classify as forward engineering CDB
and LR see Table  With CDB ASFSDF essentially blurred the view on
the concepts Please refer to the evaluation of CDB Section  of Chapter 
of 	
 for details To a lesser extent this was also the case with LR when
PSF was used It seemed that formal specication did not necessarily lead to
good insight into the peculiarities of the projected systems It may well be
the case that informal modelling and prototyping should be carried out rst
or concurrently to strengthen the intuitions about the key notions features
and functions of the projected system The GSE case also supports the point
twofold to some extent GSE takes a middle position between forward and
reverse engineering First interaction between the editor components was
not functioning A solution was proposed a forward engineering activity
Interworkings were used as a means to built the necessary intuition before
the nal text in PSF was produced Second Section  of Chapter  of 	

the evaluation of the GSE case includes the information that van Waveren
van Wamel and myself were engaged in the birth of the ToolBus and more
important how we failed to formally capture the ideas expressed by Klint and
Koorn due to a lack of intuition on our side We were bogged down by our
process algebra
Observation IV The project languages worked ne when the intuitions about
a system were strong the key notions features and functions were familiar and
stable
Apparently one must be careful in other cases and be ready to experiment
and prototype The feedback gained through this may then be used for writing
formal specications In 	 a reference is made to a cognitive science study
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by V Goel that suggests that in the early stages of problem solving when
the problem area is relatively illstructured the use of formal representations
inhibits the exploration of alternatives and is detrimental to the quality of the
outcome
 Concurrency
Finally a remark on ACP A strong point of ACP that may be overlooked is the
other face of concurrency or parallelism in ACP The obvious concurrency is
one or more fairly autonomous processes that happen to communicate from
timetotime The typical example is two or more systems and a network
The less obvious form is concurrency to isolate the behaviour of parts that are
strongly related to the point of sequentiality I noted this when carrying out
specication work Nevertheless there are no clear instances in the cases in
this thesis An example of the other face of ACP can be found in the speci
cation of the semantics of EURIS in 	 Here certain entities are modelled
as processes entities that in an implementation are most probably largely
modelled by plain data structures Furthermore ACP allows one to integrate
isolated parts into larger less partioned processes and study equivalence
L The k in ACP models concurrency but also allows the isolated study of
elements that function in a sequential context
 Qualities and formal specication revisited
There is one severe problem with the discussion of the qualities in Section
 of Chapter  of 	
 and in the following There is no objective measure
The problem starts with the rather informal and intuitive description of the
qualities themselves Therefore it is wise to attempt to succinctly identify
some relevant observations in order to elicit some of the major issues and
avoid details that are too sensitive for subjective interpretation
i Communicability
It is interesting to consider some observations on the audiences of the
respective case study reports In the majority of the cases the audience
was unacquainted with formal specication technique Such audiences
form the most interesting observation category The clear exception is
Protocold and GSE to some extent The SIBs do not count because we
never met the audience This leaves  cases if I include GSE Here the
typical reaction was you understand we did not read that part of the
text I virtually never got a reaction about a specication The caveat
I would like to insert here is that there were no strong incentives for the
audience to read the specication in order to check our understanding
of the domain one could get away with reading the introductory sec
tions and the conclusion Furthermore the specications are all written
in one type of language Maybe other notations would have led to clear

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reactions Thus with respect to formal specication novices the speci
cations apparently did not encourage reading or arouse curiosity GSE
was clearly a negative experience see Section  of Chapter  of 	

Communicability is inconclusive
ii Trueness Completeness Feasibility Veriability and Correctness
I have had no negative experiences This comes as no surprise at least
for the last three qualities It is probably a direct consequence of the fact
that specication in the project languages is very down to earth concrete
and allows for formal reasoning about properties Despite this optimism
a proper embedding in the system context stability of concepts and
clarity of intuitions is a prerequisite for a positive score Please refer to
Observations K and IV
iii Traceability and Maintainability
I cannot say anything about this Apparently the cases were simply too
small to elicit gripping intricacies and idiosyncrasies that can be related
to traceability and maintainability The maintainability issue did occur
VPI but to the extent that we can say that specications also need
maintenance the same as other deliverables see Observation H I ex
pect however that a higher degree of traceability and maintainability
can be reached than with documents that are solely informal due to the
tness of formal specication for machine manipulation Sticking with
the project languages support for this claim comes from a project by
First Results There CVS is used with success to do the version man
agement of a large ASFSDF specication 	
iv Reusability
Reuse is found in the cases albeit on a very modest scale the spec
ications of basic data types are reused eg queues and tables The
library for PSF was especially extensively used 	
 Reuse at a more
domainspecic level did not take place at least not to the extent that
would allow many observations to be made except the following At the
level of formal texts reuse is simple to achieve cut and paste How
ever a word of warning would be suitable here Given a situation in
which formal specication are reused I expect that a consequent strive
towards generality and implementation independence would lead to ab
stract terminology ie application independent terminology For some
applications this may lead to extra documentation that describes the
relation between the general notions and the application specic notions
and extra layers to connect components to specic environments This
may have a negative eect on communicability because the amount of
documentation and layering of notions increases unless the parties in
volved are accustomed to the reused specication Furthermore reuse
means reuse at a number of levels of specications formal and informal
This can be a dicult and time consuming task
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The above discussion of the qualities reveals how hard it is to say something
concrete about the properties of formal specication technique and the benets
of the use in software engineering Therefore it reveals the need for a far more
rigid and systematic approach of assessment In other words
Conclusion III The assessment of the qualities is largely inconclusive Ob
jectivity of the assessment of qualities needs to be enhanced Furthermore
for a fair and reliable judgement cases need to be studied more extensively
over a longer period of time with a number of specication approaches in par
allel and with at least once the completion of the whole engineering cycle
Moreover the involvement of the audience needs to be intensied
In 	 Peeger and Hatton give an example of how such a comparison
could be set up Many authors lament on the lack of metrics and useful
historical data 	
 Applied research
In the previous section the cases were considered from a mainly technical
perspective In this section I will present a number of observations from a
project management and project strategy perspective How did the projects
function These observations will be used in the nal section as a basis for
suggestions and ideas that may contribute to the success of continued work in
the eld of application of formal specication technique In this section I use
Table  extensively and begin to expound on the contents of the table
The rst two columns specify the eort in man months by participating re
search institutions and industrial partners respectively The next two columns
specify the technical reports and publications journals ! proceedings about
the work The fth column species whether or not the project was a paid
assignment The sixth column shows the number of followup projects This
is taken very liberally Every separate action that followed is counted from
practical assignments and students up to assignments and serious coopera
tion projects The technical reports and publications that resulted from the
followup are specied next The next to the last column species the state
of the bridgeheads There are four categories evaporated ie the subject
lost relevance or the industrial partner left the subject terminated ie the
theme is abandoned and is unlikely to be reanimated in the near future or
we lost the subject dormant ie no current activity but new work can com
mence reasonably easily active ie work still in progress The nal column
species the number of years between the start of work on the bridgehead and

Lamp Remplace and CDB were the ask followup for Trac Control For VPI and
IDEAL
 the ask followup came in the form of an assignment from Holland Railconsult
about EURIS This project was
 in turn
 followed by an assignment by Rail Infrabeheer

which was executed in cooperation with Holland Railconsult Neither project is reported
in this thesis Please refer to 
	 resp 
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Case amm imm rps pbs pas fpr rps pbs ste ask

Trac Control  	  no    d 

	
Protocold  	  no 	 t
GSE  	  no 	 e
VPI   	  no    a 
 


CDB    yes 	 d
Model Factory  	  no   e



SIBs  	  no   e
IDEAL  	  no    a 
 
Lamp Remplace   	  yes   d

Table 
Overview of the cases with respect to eort versus impact spino and results
until June  Legend amm  man months by academia imm  man months
by industry rps  technical reports pbs  publications pas  paid assignment
fpr  number of followup projects ste  state evaporated terminated
dormant active ask  lead time to clear mutual interest in years
the rst sign of substantial reverse interest by industry eg in the form of an
assignment
Now let us recall the strategy as formulated in the preface There we read
that the idea was to start work in various areas bridgeheads and encourage
the continuation of the work by others The cases in Chapters  to  prove that
it is certainly possible to make starts ie develop a subject and a theme from
an application domain This is also reected by the fact that the work found
its way into the literature see Table  despite a lack of eort to publish
In other words in all areas studied in the cases one can nd scientically
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relevant subjects for study that lend themselves to theory formation It is
also clear that formal specication technique is a useful format for this study
This sounds wonderful but to put things in perspective see Observation IX
further below
Observation V The development of themes from application domains is
feasible
Therefore starting bridgeheads is not the problem There is a clear dier
ence however between the moment we start to establish domain knowledge
start of the project and the moment that the industrial partner recognizes
that we have established some domain knowledge This latter moment is con
sidered to be the moment when the industrial partner poses us a questions
about its own domain Table  clearly shows a long lead time to the moment
the interest becomes mutual see column ask It goes without saying that
mutual interest is benecial for the profoundness of the research eort
Observation VI It takes some years before a body of knowledge that is rec
ognized by the industrial partners as relevant is established
Starting a bridgehead is not without risk The state column ste in
Table  concerns the original partner It disregards the fact that in some
cases we could have teamed up with another partner The table shows that
four domains were discontinued qualication t and e the industrial part
ner terminated the site subject Model Factory GSE we lost the subject
Protocold or the industrial partner changed its priorities because of market
dynamics SIBs Three others CDB Lamp Remplace and Trac Control
are dormant at the end of 

 because of a change of priorities by the in
dustrial partner However the work went on though at a low key and not
continuously This concerns the respecication in TRADE and the publica
tion on Lamp Remplace Nevertheless I judged active for Lamp Remplace
and CDB too high a rank Therefore only IDEAL and VPI were active
assignments from Holland Railconsult and Rail Infrabeheer
Observation VII There is a real chance that after a couple of years a theme
becomes temporarily less prioritized by industrial partner looses relevance for
the industrial partner or is abandoned by the industrial partner
As stated above in ObservationV one can feasibly start a theme However
it is an altogether dierent task to arrange motivate and encourage a owering
followup Again Table  clearly shows how projects die out This can be
partially imputed to the instability of the domains as stated in the observation
above But the work itself also does not attract researchers Maybe the trouble
is that the scientic content of work that lies more in the realm of software
engineering than mathematical theorems is not valued by researchers Maybe
this is a consequence of the background of the people that form the research
community Followup only succeeded when it was explicitly pursued and
encouraged by the originators of a case eg the Model Factory was pushed
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by Jan Bergstra
Also the industrial partner often hesistates to carry out sucient follow
up At least three projects VPI CBD and LR resulted in prototypes that
clearly show some product potential This is not only my view this is also
endorsed in personal communication with our contacts Nevertheless none
of these results was used They did however add to our credibility For
example without work on the VPI case I believe that the EURIS project
would never have been granted In conclusion we observe the following with
respect to the strategy of the project
Observation VIII Themes did not sell themselves in the academic setting
nor did research results sell themselves in the industrial setting
To summarize the observations in the above themes can be found in and
developed from application domains However it takes quite some time to
gain interest and bridgeheads thus formed are threatened by the evaporation
of the domain and lack of followup In order to ght these threats I believe
that more attention must be paid to organizational aspects This point is put
forward in the section on future work 
Below are three observations about the state and achievements at the
bridgeheads the choice of the languages and the disciplines involved in the
projects
The following can be noted about the state and achievements at bridge
heads First no project completed the whole engineering cycle Moreover
Table  and the evaluation sections on the cases show that most specication
work is at a rather detailed level of system decomposition Requirements anal
ysis and implementation have gained much less attention Finally the system
atic compilation of domain knowledge and respecication was only achieved
to some extent in some of the cases the Model Factory Lamp Remplace
and Trac Control The basis of the others is formed by clearly initial texts
with specications that are far from complete and sometimes even monolithic
unwieldy and clumsy
Observation IX The bridgeheads have not become nished structured au
tonomous structures
The work on railway safety is probably the only project that is gradually
gaining some momentum
The following can be said about the choice of the languages and the style
of specication The motivation to use the project languages is clear and
valid these are the languages that are locally developed and one must build
experience with their practical application Nevertheless this eort does not
necessarily correspond to the another target of the project build domain
knowledge To put it more precisely in domain D with problem P  one has
to ask oneself do I want to learn something about language L or do I want
to shed light on P in the context D In the latter case one may have to
reconsider the style of working in particular the choice for L In retrospect

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I think I was not suciently attentive concerning this point I was too easily
distracted by what I had used before and by what was close at hand A
typical example here is Lamp Remplace The situation asked for a semiformal
or even an informal inventory of the requirements of a decision support system
for Lamp Remplace Instead Willem van Wilsem and I hacked together a 
page PSF specication A waste of time Luckily it led to no accidents but
accidents are not dicult to imagine
Observation X Some specication exercises were irrationally motivated the
notinventedhere syndrome 	no unprejudiced choice from the available op
tions
 and dogma 	eg it has to be formal
 prevailed over project goal directed
rational and pragmatic arguments
Finally an observation about the disciplines involved in the projects The
cases are small and quite focused Despite this quite a number of disci
plines played a role requirements specication data type specication pro
cess specication dynamics syntactical aspects of language design seman
tical aspects of language design verication mathematical logic operations
research methodology of software engineering implementation techniques
documentation technique deliverable maintenance management and acquisi
tion There is not one institute in the Netherlands that I know of which has
professionals in all these disciplines It comes as no surprise that in order to
execute the cases a number of parties were involved UU UvA CWI two
thematic groups and TUE In other words
Observation XI The cases were executed by an academic consortium
 Hypotheses versus
observations  conclusions
The hypotheses of Section  of Chapter  of 	
 are discussed in light of the
observations and conclusions from the previous sections of this chapter The
following is a succinct discussion of weak and strong points of the project
languages 
Hypothesis  The project languages are superior in comparison with in
formal specication means with respect to the qualities This superiority will
show by a remarkable positive eect on the production process of software
Moreover the superiority of the formal texts will immediately be noticed by
information technology practitioners
Conclusion III says that the assessment of the qualities is largely inconclusive
Comment  Apparently this project did not lead to a clear view  either
positive or negative What can we learn from this Suppose the qualities
are indeed desirable properties Then we can point to a number of possible
sources for the inconclusiveness First the project was too scattered Too
many domains were entered This makes it dicult to make a comparison
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Second our style of application and the context for application is unsuitable
for revealing dierences  a pneumatic drill will not help a caveman enlarge
his home because he has no electricity Third the qualities are only vaguely
described How could we possibly measure anything Fourth perhaps formal
specication technique ourishes in niches and the project was too broad to be
able to reveal these Given the basic applicability 	Conclusion I
 this suggests
that further work needs more structure
Hypothesis  The project languages are omniapplicable but will be most
benecial in the requirements engineering and early system decomposition phases
of a forward engineering process
This is not the case First the project languages are not particularly suited
for requirements engineering see Observation J Second the main concepts
and intuitions can be expected to be weak and unstable in the requirements
specication phase and in early decomposition phases in forward engineering
particularly in new domains Contrary to the hypothesis Observation IV
reads that the use of the project languages in these situations may well hinder
instead of support the eort towards strong and stable concepts and intuitions
In other words one can only produce neat formal specications when it
is clear what the system is Otherwise formal specication technique is just
a means to hack a model in There is nothing wrong with that kind of use
as long as one acknowledges that formal specications evolve too But there
may be stronger means for such exercises
Comment  I think that this conclusion in a more general setting is depen
dent on the current state of formal specication technique and the stability of
the domain With respect to the former integrated facilities will make a dier
ence with for example strong animation 	graphics
 simulation and automatic
verication With respect to the latter in the often chaotic and booming world
of mainstream software engineering each customer in need of a system is a
world unto himself that must be conquered Some reasonably stable concepts
architectures and solutions emerge with a market shakeout Only then might
it may pay o to invest in theory formation ie elicitation of rules general
ization and abstraction Consequently formalization and formal specication
technique creeps into the engineering process Please note that the bridgeheads
which did lead to assignments stand out in stability road trac control and
railways
Hypothesis  The project languages are suciently expressive for require
ments engineering down to detailed system decomposition ie no other lan
guage is needed
This is clearly not true The outcome with respect to this hypothesis is
twofold First the project languages in general are not expressive enough
to cover all levels of product development They are thematic languages The
project languages fail especially in the area of requirements specication In
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general languages of various styles are needed Observation II Second the
hypothesis suggests a smooth transition from one level with a language and
a specication to the next level with a language and a specication This is
problematic due to the lack of methodical support Conclusion II and their
isolated position Observation III
Comment  This was to be expected Both of the above points are exactly the
motivation behind designing wide spectrum languages However wide spec
trum languages are sometimes unwieldy because too many features are inte
grated This makes it worthwhile to see what can be achieved with thematic
languages such as the project languages and to gradually reach an under
standing of the demands that engineering processes impose on specication
languages It is interesting to note that problems with wide spectrum lan
guages as well as the need to use more than one formalism in a project was
one of the motivations behind the development of the ToolBus 
Hypothesis  The project languages can handle the various demands of a
wide range of application areas
This is true to some extent According to Conclusion I the project languages
are basically applicable in many domains However they are conned to cer
tain specic levels in the system decomposition It is reasonable expect that
in some domains and at these levels stronger means already exist particularly
in specialized domains An example of this is the specication in PSF of the
decision support system for Lamp Remplace Database systems already solve
this problem
Hypothesis  Once a formal specication of a system is available it will
arouse discussion with the industrial partner about the vast amount of easily
accessible system knowledge represented in this way This will lead to coop
eration in further product development and transfer of the formal techniques
to the industrial partner The industrial side of the bridgehead will thus be
formed
This does not work in the way the hypothesis suggests The establish
ment of condence by showing considerable tenacity and verbal expression
of domain knowledge is important This establishment eort takes some
years ObservationVI The specication is not the important medium Even
promising results such as prototypes do not sell themselves Observation
VIII Nevertheless it is clearly true that from an academic point of view
formal specication work is a valuable asset for building domain knowledge
Hypothesis  The project languages can easily be integrated into existing
engineering practices of the industrial partners
The work is inconclusive with respect to this hypothesis the situation did not
occur Nevertheless in light of Conclusion II on the methodical weakness I
expect that integration can be troublesome
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Hypothesis  The formal specications will arouse academic interest The
specication will serve as a means to develop attractive themes In this way
domain theory will develop The academic side of the bridgehead will thus be
formed
Yes theme building works Observation V But the themes do not easily
survive They do not sell themselves in the academic context Observation
VIII Furthermore there is a risk that the theme can lose practical relevance
because of domain changes or the industrial partners quitting Observation
VII making academic work less attractive
To summarize the whole argumentation above the expectations with regards
to the possibilities and properties of the project languages turned out to be
too high the project aimed too directly at the promulgation of the project
languages the bridgehead strategy did not work as expected
In Section  I will discuss what seems to be the feasible way in which to
continue applied research on the project languages and formal specication
technique in general
 Weak and strong points of the project languages
ACP is a general theoretical format to study and develop theory over system
principles and features in an operational style Features can be added and
their relation to others can be studied For an example please refer to Obser
vation L on the other face of concurrency An elaborate body of theory about
system behaviour is being compiled in this way See also the evaluation of the
Protocold case Section  of Chapter  of 	

ACP and its derivatives such as discrete time process algebra and BPAr
I discuss PSF and CRL below tend to work for detailed operational de
scriptions including many complicated features such as time broadcasting
and concurrency A typical application is the detailed description of some op
erational behaviour eg in communication protocols and semantics of speci
cation and programming languages PSF CRL Protocold and the EURIS
studies 	
 Although the relation between service specications ie ab
stract behavioural description and detailed specication implementation is
straightforward abstraction and proof of equivalence it appears that logical
formalisms with modal operators are better suited for the specication of op
erational requirements at higher levels of product development They allow
more freedom and expressiveness for the formulation of service specications
The data specication parts of PSF and CRL derivatives of ASF are
reasonably suited for the specication of data types However the format is
restricted equational logic with conditions in the case of PSF and initial
semantics Once again this forms a handicap for specications at higher
levels of abstraction and forces one towards a detailed and operational style of
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specication Furthermore the languages are somewhat intransigent and lack
delicacy ASFSDF is better suited at least when it comes to conciseness and
readability the exibility in the syntactical appearance of functions is great
ASFSDF is geared towards language engineering and proved to work very
well for that purpose There are many examples of this including VPI and
IDEAL
PSF and CRL inherit key aspects mentioned above from ASF and ACP
which render them more suited in general for decomposition specications
CRL is stronger than PSF when it comes to verication and mathematical
rigour PSF is stronger than CRL when it comes to structuring specications
expressive power and tooling though that may be about to change 	
The ToolBus nally proved to be a ne environment for prototyping and
implementation especially for integrating heterogeneous components
Bidoit Gaudel and Mauboussin mention the popular complaint that alge
braic specication is not suited for specication in the large 	 Bowen 	
also says This approach is theoretically attractive but problems can occur in
scaling up specication for industrially sized examples I do not agree There
have been many algebraic specication specications produced of reasonable
size Of relevance here are Conclusion II about the methodical embedding
the need for multiple languages as seen in Observation II and the fact that
it is a thematic style Armed with this knowledge one realizes that it is not
the size but the level of decomposition and the type of system that determine
whether algebraic means are suited
Van Vliet argues in 	
 that consistency and completeness for algebraic
specications is often not simple at all I dont agree Yes it is dicult
and in general undecidable However with informal techniques it not even
possible to exactly specify an assertion on consistency and completeness let
alone prove something
 Formal specication technique in general
In this small section I investigate to what extent the conclusions and ob
servations from the previous sections hold true for other formal specication
languages A large comparative study could be devoted to this Naturally
such a study is beyond the scope of this text Relevant input for this type
of comparative research is being gathered by Nico Plat in the context of the
Formal Methods Europe initiative 	
Regarding the Conclusion I a quick scan through the literature leaves no
doubt about the basic applicability of many specication languages There
is too much to list The references to languages in Figure  Chapter  of
	
 as well as 	 	 	 	 and journals like Formal Methods in System
Design can be used as entrances to many other case studies Nevertheless
the need for multiple languages in one project and their isolation and shyness
Observation II and III is often noted and has motivated various projects
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For an example please refer to 	 and the elaborate work solely directed at
the combination and integration of Z COFI 	 is a recent project aimed at
the denition of a common framework for development and the use of algebraic
languages
The technical syntactical and semantical features that may help to en
hance the suitability of the project languages for integration in software engi
neering methods are suggested in observationsA to J Many languages already
oer features suggested there For example the status of the specication Ob
servation B PLUSS oers two types modules draft and spec GIST has
an operator achieve which is used to indicate that a specication is opera
tionally incomplete It can also register whether an invariant is a goal some
thing that can be compromised or a requirement something that cannot be
compromised The pre and postcondition style of VDMSL and Cold makes
it easy to immediately denote conditions assertions and assumptions Obser
vations A E and F An integrated approach to error and exception handling
in an equational language with initial semantics is described in 	
 CIPL
oers partial functions 	
 PLUSS seems to oer the hidden features that
for example PSF lacks hiding imported material and the forget command
Observation G CIPL Larch PLUSS Z VDMSL and many others are
more expressive languages than the project languages for data types These
languages allow more or less full rst order logic formulas This mitigates
the problem of formulation dictated by lack of expressiveness Observation I
Furthermore it allows application at a larger number of levels in the decom
position hierarchy than the project languages
It may seem that the project languages  thematic or combined thematic
languages  in many ways fall short when compared to other languages This
is only partially true First smaller languages are better suited to studying
the practical application of theoretical results Second the denition of the
project languages seems less prone to error than many other languages despite
their formal aura VDMSL SDL and Cold are typical examples of languages
for which the semantics are a popular subject of debate Third they have a
shorter learning curve Fourth Dill ! Rushby and Zave suggest that targeted
languages and tools may be worthwhile 	 Although targeted is not the
same as thematic it also suggests that wide spectrum is not an imperative
It appears to me that although many books have been published on case
studies eg 	 the methodical aspects of the application have not re
ceived much attention Conclusion II This is also noted by others Partsch
talks about the need for increased methodical attention in 	
 Broy com
plains about the Larch Proof Assistant that it does not provide any method
nor even hints how to use such a tool in practical applications 	 In
an article in which they categorize strategies for the incorporation of formal
specication technique Fraser et al note that relatively little eort has been
devoted to methodical and tool support 	 A clear sign of this is that many
studies do not specify the amount of work invested or discuss related issues
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Instead they concentrate on modelling a quick random scan of some fteen
books containing case studies reveals this I have to admit that my own cases
belong to this majority Table  was produced when writing this thesis on the
basis of some sparse historical data The Steam Boiler project 	 the Produc
tion Cell project 	 and the webdatabase of Plat and of Bowen seem to be
remarkable exceptions Of course some projects did deal with the methodical
embedding of formal specication technique The SPRINT Method 	 and
RAISE 	 must be mentioned here The Rigorous Review Technique is an
example of a rst step in an incremental approach to import formal specica
tion in established development frameworks respecication of a design in a
formal notation after an initial design is nished using conventional structured
techniques 	 A recent initiative is TRADE by Wieringa 	
To summarize I state the following with a reasonable level of certainty
Assertion I The conclusions about basic applicability 	 I
 weak methodical
embedding and integration 	 II
 dicult assessment of qualities 	 III
 and the
related observations 	 like II III and IV
 are also largely valid for many other
formal specication languages  give and take local deviations
I will make a short contrast of this with two surveys on formal methods
by Austin and Parkin 	 and by Craigen Gerhart and Ralston 	
Austin and Parkin conclude in a summary that the main reasons for the
lack of uptake of formal specication techniques are use of mathematics and
perhaps lack of tools The survey does not really contradict my work First
the mathematics was discussed as part of the discussion on communicability
in Section  However I do not put that much emphasis on it due to a lack
of evidence Second the lack of tools is a factor that is rapidly changing An
example is ASFSDF which is in use at a number of commercial sites Their
survey is based on cases prior to 

 Finally although I placed emphasis
on methodical embedding and assessment of qualities such needs also clearly
appear in the tables in the survey in the group of seven major issues that
start each table methodsrelated issues such as cost assessment comparison to
other methods integration with existing methods and metrics are considered
important
Craigen et al put less emphasis on mathematics as a problem but recog
nize the need for notation suitable to people who have no expertise in formal
methods or mathematical logic The tenor of their conclusion is similar to
mine their rst and second recommendation of seven in total for further
research read respectively There is a clear need for improved integration
of formal methods techniques with other software engineering practices and
While numerous formal methods related tools exist industry needs stable
versions not buggy research prototypes These tools need to be an integral
part of a broader software development tool suite
From the above quotes it follows that Craigen et al consider further devel
opment of tools important However they also observe that tools are neither
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necessary nor sucient for the successful application of formal methods This
is similar to Austin and Parkin who are not so sure that tooling is the big
problem This is similar to my point of view I did not make a specic and
explicit remark on tooling
Austin and Parkin and also Craigen et al do not explicitly mention the
assessment of the qualities I have discussed They do make remarks on the
need for assessment of cost eectiveness Please note that in the section
on the qualities I described the qualities are a renement of productivity
focused at specication texts Therefore problems with the assessment of cost
eectiveness includes problems with the assessment of the qualities Thus our
conclusions are similar in this respect as well
Craigen et al observe that the use of formal specication technique in the
twelve cases they perused can be characterized by reengineering stabiliz
ing system requirements communication between and among various levels of
stakeholders and as evidence of best practice Apparently formal specica
tion technique was not used as an aid in the conception of and brainstorming
about new systems This is conform Observation IV which reads that formal
ization only seems to work when some intuition about the system and some
clarity about the major notions has been achieved
A nal general remark is captured in the following observation
Observation XII An abundant amount of basic application work has been
done in virtually all areas of application and levels of decomposition thereof
Craigen et al come to the same observation when they say that formal
methods are maturing formal methods are applied now to develop systems
of signicant scale and importance  which cut across a number of modern
application domains Please refer to the impressive list of cases compiled
at 	 The above also suggests that it is time to make a next step in the
industrial application of formal specication technique as suggested in Section
 after the treatment of the hypotheses In the next section I will suggest
some ideas to that end
	 Discussion on future research
Please recall the motivation for the project It was aimed at a generating
better view on the applicability of the project languages shedding some light
on the mismatch between practice and academia with respect to formal spec
ication technique and nding ways to bridge this gap Expectations and
approaches to these aims have been formulated in the form of hypotheses
These contain assertions about properties of the project languages and a pro
ject strategy ie the bridgehead approach The hypotheses have been an
swered in Section 
A lot was learned about the project languages and cooperation with in
dustry But the mismatch and the gap are still largely present Let us return
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to the basic goal of academic work in software engineering control over pro
ductivity and quality in the software engineering process What about formal
specication technique This is conceived as a means to contribute to that
basic goal What is available is a set of basically usable means Conclusion I
However in the eort to obtain these means the methodical embedding has
been neglected Conclusion II Finally assessment of the quality and eec
tiveness of means is dicult Conclusion III Furthermore the above formu
lated motivation is sometimes forgotten when formal specication technique
is a target as such one diverges from the software engineering tasks found
in industry Therefore I suggest that it is time to reinforce the methodical
eort to revive the original motivation and consequently rethink the role of
formal specication technique Nevertheless the tenet still reads
Formal specication technique oers valuable means to enhance the quality
of software products and the productivity of software engineering processes
Of course it is still valid to be dogmatic and to study certain specic char
acteristics of specic systems or languages That is no problem as long this
motivation is clearly understood from the start by all participants Moreover
it is clear that much work must be done For an example please refer to
the observations and conclusions in this thesis or the fundamental goals di
rections and recommendations for further research as formulated by Craigen
Gerhart and Ralston in 	 and by Clark and Wing in 	
 However projects
that pursue further practical application of formal specication technique need
another form because we need the necessary feedback and empirical evidence
as well Below ideas on this form are further developed
Conclusion III and Comment  suggest that in order to know what you are
doing a controlled project and a precise methodical target are prerequisites
Formal specication technique will gain from a revival of interest in method
ical support of languages methodical embedding and integration of languages
and quantitative ! qualitative assessment of the development process also
with respect to the economical eectiveness of methods and techniques used
Important lessons can be learned from measured parallel development using
dierent methods or techniques A good example of this approach is discussed
in 	

An item for further study are rules that specify the circumstances in which
a certain development deliverable should be produced and that also specify
the properties of this deliverable A lot of work has been done here already
typically the work on process models The design rules for data types as
proposed in 	 are an example albeit on a smaller scale Next one can
specify guidelines that say which specication languages are best suited for
which type of deliverable It is important that the rules and guidelines reckon
with the need for information transfer of one deliverable to its successor in
development Demands on these interfaces are a part of the study From
these rules and guidelines it may be possible to come to packages of languages
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at various levels of integration I expect that loosely integrated packages are
already sucient for a competitive software development process and also
that the majority of languages is available In other words there is no urgent
need for new languages The possibilities of the currently available set of
means from the realm of formal specication technique is sucient to make
an eective start
In terms of technology marketing as championed by Moore 	 what is
proposed on methodical embedding above can be seen as follows For a long
time formal specication technique has been promoted as a general means in
a market dominated by other paradigms eg client server architecture and
object orientation Now it has become clear that the scope of formal specica
tion technique is not that general Given the existing dominating forces one
should look for market niches The methodical frameworks must be studied
in order to determine and take advantage of the proper niches
The renewed methodical focus is important I expect however that it is at
least as important to emphasize the focus on the themes and the problems of
carefully selected domains and to lessen the focus on the proof of the ben
ecial role of formal specication technique in these domains A focus on
the problems and questions of a domain will lead to a faster accumulation of
domain knowledge and recognition of that by the industrial partners After
all you will not lose time attempting to convince people of things that are
not at issue from their point of view Furthermore by adopting a domain
one becomes less dependent on specic partners Observation VII Scien
tists involved should strive towards the enhancement of the productivity and
quality of the software engineering process the approach is characterized by
consolidation and welldened increments rather than overambitious targets
To make results really concrete I think it is important that cooperation leads
to products with a commercial value To summarize this in order to test
the methodical results and to reach concrete measurable results welldened
development processes delivering real products in delineated domains must
be setup in close cooperation with industrial partners The work on Cobol
programs in the banking world as reported on in 	 could well be seen
as an endorsement of the feasibility of the domain approach just proposed
Broy positions formal specication technique as a signicant means to relate
the world of the application domain specic knowledge and the world of
programming 	
Means from the realm of formal specication technique will often be used
in the cooperations envisioned above However the choices are pragmatic tar
geted and opportunistic ie not dogmatic and not aimed at solving all prob
lems in the world Observation X Together with the methodical embedding
the cooperations sketched above may lead to codevelopment of targeted prod
ucts based on formal specication technique conform the incubating phase as
suggested by Jolly in 	
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Finally management tasks acquisition and lobbying must be recognized as
separate tasks in projects see Observations VIII and IX Once the project
is acquired lobby and acquisition should continue The team that works
on applied research in formal specication technique will need considerable
resources a high level of organization and devotion Maybe the project should
be setup by a consortium of academia Observation XI
This section nishes with remarks ideas and observations from the litera
ture that endorse the line of thought in the above Craigen Gerhart and Ral
ston recommend that formal methods need to evolve with other computer
science trends such as visualization multimedia objectoriented program
ming and CASE This corresponds well with the bridgehead approach as
was followed and the domain adoption as proposed above In 	 Mandrioli
stresses the need for what he refers to as a balanced cooperation between aca
demic and industrial partners and the need for an incremental approach In
the words of Glass this balance can be phrased as a situation wherein there
is an absence of preaching and a great deal of listening 	 Most other
contributors to 	 follow the same line of thought Holloway and Butler
put it this way More formal methods researchers must become knowledge
able about the problem domains relevant to industry and develop examples
models techniques and tools appropriate for those domains In same arti
cle Dill ! Rushby Lutz and Zave state that in these domains a pragmatic
and targeted use of formal specication is appropriate to the point of spe
cial languages and tools specically targeted at the domain problems This is
also the approach followed by Odyssey Research Associates a rm that has
been active for years with success in the exploitation of formal specication
technique 	
With respect to the need for continuous lobby and acquisition Halloway
and Butler remark that industry rarely has the time and resources to keep
up with and distill the vast number of ideas and tools that emerge from the
research community 	
The proposed shift from language to its embedding was already envisioned
in 	 There is stated that when the basic value and benet of a technique has
been identied my work falls in this category the research and development
eort should be directed to further facilitation and integration Hall stresses
the importance of an overall engineering approach in which formal specication
technique plays a role 	 I expect that all ingredients are now available to
do just that
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